
Year 4 - Autumn  2020 
 

If you have any ques-
tions please don’t hes-
itate to come and see 
us. 

 
Teacher:  Ms. Mardner 
TA:          Ms. Kerr 

 
Maths 

 

 Place value of 4 digit numbers and 
beyond 

 Number magnitude and rounding 
 Addition and subtraction (mental and 

written) 
 Multiplication and division facts 
Along with the above, we will be 
concentrating on how the children use and 
apply their mathematical knowledge. We 
will of course continue with our weekly 
arithmetic. Regular opportunities will also 
be given to allow your child to learn all of 
the times tables. Regular practice of this at 
home would also be extremely beneficial. 

Science 
 

In Science this term Year 4 will be looking 
Burps, Bottoms and Bile! Otherwise known as 
teeth and the digestive system. This topic 
includes all aspects of the digestive system, 
beginning with eating and teeth. 
In the second half term we will be looking at 
sound. We will describe sounds, find out how 
sounds are made, find out how sounds travel 
and how to make sounds louder and quieter.  

TOPIC 
Our geography topic this term is 
‘Earthquakes and Volcanoes’. This will 
include: 
 Where in the world 
 Structure of volcanoes 
 Model of an erupting volcano 
 Art work  looking at different 

sculptures 
Our history topic will be the Normans. 
This will include: 
 Timeline of The Normans. 

PE 
 

This term Coach Edwards will be teach-
ing football during the first half term, fol-
lowed by gymnastic skills after half term. 
  

 
Can you please ensure that children 
wear their PE kits to school every 
Wednesday. 
 
 

Homework 
In Year 4, your child will be set English 
and Maths homework every Friday to be 

returned on Wednesday.   
 

Please ensure your child reads 
daily and practises their times 

tables. 

 
English 

 

In English the children will be looking at a 
variety of text types as follows: 
 Myths and Legends 
 Non Fiction  texts (instructions and 

persuasion texts) 
In  addition to this, we will be undertaking 
a wide variety of writing tasks related to 
the above texts, which will be  aimed at 
developing the children’s writing skills in 
terms of sentence structure, punctuation 
and grammatical awareness. We will also 
be focusing on spelling patterns and rules. 
Fluency in reading will also be developed 
further. 

RE 
In RE our focus this term will be 
Christianity and Islam. We will be 
learning about the origins of both 
religions, as well as their beliefs, 
practises and festivals. We will be 
comparing the similarities and differences 
between the two religions. 

Computing 
In Year 4 this term, we will building our 
word processing skills and examining 
online safety. 

French 
Our topics in French this term will include 

time as well as  holidays and hobbies. 
The children will be given the opportunity 

to converse and write in French. 
 
 


